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Low Raman-noise correlated photon-pair generation
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We demonstrate low Raman-noise correlated photon-pair generation in a dispersion-engineered 10 mm As2 S3 chalcogenide waveguide at room temperature. We show a coincidence-to-accidental ratio (CAR) of 16.8, a 250 times
increase compared with previously published results in a chalcogenide waveguide, with a corresponding brightness
of 3 × 105 pairs · s−1 · nm−1 generated at the chip. Dispersion engineering of our waveguide enables photon passbands
to be placed in the low spontaneous Raman scattering (SpRS) window at 7.4 THz detuning from the pump. This
Letter shows the potential for As2 S3 chalcogenide to be used for nonlinear quantum photonic devices. © 2012
Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 130.4310, 190.5650, 270.0270.

Integrated devices fabricated using highly nonlinear
materials are attractive for applications in quantum communication [1] including the generation of correlated
photon pairs at telecommunication wavelengths and
quantum frequency conversion of single photons [2]. Currently, the most commonly used integrated platforms are
periodically poled χ 2 waveguides [3,4], which require
accurate temperature control to achieve quasi-phase
matching, and silicon-on-insulator χ 3 devices [5], whose
high power performance is affected by two-photon absorption and the formation of free carriers. An alternate
platform is As2 S3 chalcogenide glass, which has a high
nonlinearity, low two-photon absorption, and no free carriers in addition to photosensitive properties that can be
exploited for on-chip filtering [6]. As2 S3 glass has been
used in photonics for decades, successfully applied to ultrafast signal processing [7], sensing [8], and, recently,
quantum optics in the form of correlated photon-pair
generation in As2 S3 planar waveguides by spontaneous
four-wave mixing (SFWM). However, a limit in the performance of As2 S3 photon-pair sources has been observed due to spontaneous Raman scattering (SpRS)
[9]. In silica, which like As2 S3 chalcogenide is an amorphous glass, the detrimental effect of SpRS has also been
observed and is shown to be partially mitigated by cooling to cryogenic temperatures [10–12]. This is impractical
for deployment in real quantum networks; therefore an
alternative solution is required to exploit the advantageous properties of As2 S3 for quantum photonics.
In this Letter we report a dramatic improvement to the
correlated photon-pair statistics over those previously
achieved using an As2 S3 glass chip device [9], with a
room temperature coincidence-to-accidental ratio (CAR)
of 16.8, more than two orders of magnitude enhancement
and now at a level useful for quantum communications.
Building upon our initial theoretical work [13], this result
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was made possible by careful dispersion-engineering for
broadband SFWM, allowing the photon passbands to be
placed in the low Raman window, 7.4 THz detuned from
the pump [14].
Our device, illustrated in the Fig. 1 inset, is a 10 mm
long rib waveguide, 2 μm wide and 350 nm high above
a 500 nm As2 S3 layer, deposited on a silica-on-silicon
substrate and overclad with a polymer layer. The propagation loss is 0.3 and 0.8 dB · cm−1 in the TE and TM
modes, respectively, with 5.0 dB per facet insertion
loss. The nonlinear coefficient γ was measured to be
10 W−1 m−1 , and the dispersion parameter D calculated
at the pump wavelength of 1545.4 nm is −209 ps ·
nm−1 km−1 and 25.5 ps · nm−1 km−1 for the TE and TM
modes. In our previous work, the propagation loss of
the longer waveguide restricted us to TE operation,
limiting the SFWM bandwidth to the region 1.4 THz
about the pump where the SpRS efficiency is high [9].

Fig. 1. (Color online) Experimental setup for correlated
photon-pair generation via SFWM. ATT, attenuator; PC, polarization controller; SPD, single-photon detector; TIA, time interval analyzer; remaining acronyms defined in text. Inset: cross
section of As2 S3 waveguide. IPG, inorganic polymer glass.
© 2012 Optical Society of America
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The key here is the tailoring of the dispersion of the
waveguide and the use of a shorter device, enabling
TM mode operation and SFWM up to a bandwidth of
more than 9 THz. The TE and TM SFWM pair generation
rate,
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is shown in Fig. 2, where the characteristic filter bandwidth is Δν, duty cycle σ, detuning from the pump ν,
the device length L, and the peak pump power P 0 . The
approximate SpRS photon generation rate [14],
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is also shown in Fig. 2 and includes a coupling coefficient
Ccoupling , the phonon density of states gν, temperature
T, and the boson occupation statistics
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The minimum in the SpRS spectrum results from a
characteristic dip in the optical phonon density of states
for amorphous As2 S3 glass. This low Raman window,
together with the broadband SFWM enabled by the dispersion engineering, allows the efficient generation of
low-noise correlated photon pairs in the TM mode
[13], shown in the shaded region of Fig. 2.
Figure 1 shows our experimental setup. A modelocked tunable fiber laser (Pritel) produced 10 ps pulses
at a repetition rate of 50 MHz. These passed through an
isolator, followed by a 1550 ∕ 980 nm wavelength division
multiplexer (WDM) to block any residual cavity pump
photons. An attenuator and a polarization controller conditioned the pulses before reaching a bandpass filter
(BPF) centered at 1545.4 nm, positioned directly before
the chip to block any SpRS photons generated in the
preceding silica fibers. The pump pulses were then
coupled into the waveguide using a lensed fiber. In the
far detuned case, a coarse WDM separated the signal

and idler, providing 50 dB of pump suppression. A
four-port circulator with two narrow-band apodized
point-by-point fiber Bragg gratings (FBG) with a 0.3 nm
bandwidth [15] filtered the signal photons at 1489.4 nm,
while a tunable BPF with 0.5 nm bandwidth was used for
the idler photons at 1605.7 nm, together providing an additional 50 dB of out-of-band noise suppression. Photons
were detected by InGaAs single-photon detectors
(ID210) triggered at 50 MHz with a 1 ns detection window
synchronous with the pump laser. The dead time was set
to 10 μs, and the detector dark count rates were ≈120 s−1
and 200 s−1 for the signal and idler, respectively. In the
near detuned case, a low-loss arrayed waveguide grating
(AWG) was used to separate the idler and signal with
0.5 nm channel bandwidth, followed by two C-band
BPFs. Taking into account the component losses and
detector quantum efficiencies, we estimate the total collection efficiency for each channel at 0.2% and 0.13% for
the near and far detuned cases, respectively.
We define the CAR as the ratio of the rate of correlated
event counts C to the rate of noise counts A. A high CAR
is desirable, indicating a better signal-to-noise ratio. A coincidence event occurs when two photons are detected
with timing correlated to the same pump pulse, plotted in
Fig. 3 as triangles. Detection events separated by an additional pump period are accidentals, shown in Fig. 3 as
squares, and include detector dark counts, pump leakage, multiple-pair generation, and SpRS noise photons.
The true coincidence rate C is the rate of detection
for photon pairs generated by SFWM and given by
C  C raw − A, where C raw is the total detected coincidence rate. In Fig. 3(a), A is small and C approaches
C raw , as SFWM is dominant in the low Raman window.
In contrast, in Fig. 3(b), A is comparable to C, as SpRS
introduces uncorrelated noise when operating close to
the pump.
We measured the CAR as a function of pump power to
determine the lowest noise operating point. The signal
and idler channels were positioned in the low Raman
window at 7.4 THz either side of the pump, enabling
us to achieve a maximum CAR of 16.8, shown in Fig. 4
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Calculation of the normalized photon
generation rates versus detuning from the pump for
γP 0 L  0.1. The short dashed line shows the SpRS rate [14],
with a characteristic minimum at 7.4 THz (shaded). The long
dashed and solid lines are the SFWM correlated pair generation
for TM and TE modes, respectively. Pair generation extends to
the low Raman window only for the TM mode [13].
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Fig. 3. (Color online) (a) Coincidence count rate versus
peak power, for pairs generated in the low Raman window
at ν  7.4 THz. Here, the true coincidence count rate C approaches the total coincidence rate C raw , as SFWM is dominant
over noise A. (b) For small detuning ν  1.9 THz, C and A
are comparable, as SpRS is significantly more efficient at this
detuning. Poissonian error bars are equal to the size of plot
markers.
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Fig. 4. (Color online) Measured CAR: for small detuning
(red diamonds) and operating in the low Raman window (blue
circles) with Poissonian errors bars included.

as circles, corresponding to a coupled peak power of
0.5 W, 0.002 pairs per pump pulse and nonlinear phase
shift γP 0 L  0.05. The brightness at the chip was
3 × 105 pairs · s−1 · nm−1 , inferred from the detected coincidence rate and the collection efficiency. Further improvement to the CAR was limited due to loss and
poor detection efficiency at the longer wavelength. Shifting the passbands to 1.9 THz from the pump we measured
a maximum CAR of 0.7, shown in Fig. 4 as diamonds.
It should be noted that the CAR of 0.7 measured for
small detuning is still an order of magnitude improvement from the previous CAR of 0.07 measured in a
CW experiment at similar detuning [9]. This was due
to the use of a pulsed pump laser enabling us to gate
the detectors in synchrony with the arrival of the generated photons and access higher peak powers. The additional 25 times improvement is due to the dispersion
engineering allowing access to the low Raman window.
To measure the second-order correlation function
g2 0 [16], we included a 50 ∕ 50 coupler in the idler channel and replaced the single ID210 detector with a pair of
ID201 detectors at the coupler outputs. The efficiency of
the signal detector was increased to the maximum available (25% quoted at 1550 nm), corresponding to a heralding rate of 6.5 kHz. The higher detection efficiency
improved the rate of threefold coincidences required
to measure g2 0 for a heralded source. This also dramatically increased the dark count rate to 3.5 kHz, limiting
the minimum value of g2 0. For a coupled peak power
of 0.84 W, we measured g2 0  0.25  0.13. This is well
below the criterion of g2 0  0.5 required to demonstrate single-photon antibunching. This confirmed our
source was operating in the quantum regime and that
it can be used as a heralded single-photon source.
In conclusion, low Raman-noise correlated photon pairs
were generated in the low Raman window using a 10 mm
long dispersion-engineered As2 S3 planar waveguide.
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A CAR of 16.8 was measured at room temperature using
a pulsed pump—a 250 times improvement over the original near detuned CW pumped experiment. This Letter
shows the potential for As2 S3 waveguides to be used as
a platform for quantum photonics and communications.
These results not only apply to the generation of correlated
photon pairs, but also to photonic manipulation through
the use of As2 S3 glass to perform quantum state translation
[2] and coherent photon conversion [17], where the singlephoton and pump channels must be carefully placed to
avoid contamination by SpRS.
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